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General!

•  Frank van Bokhoven (owner) and Jarno Bloem 
•  Energy Software Solutions 
•  ESSaver (monitoring/saving PC) 
•  ESSaver PUE (datacenter proces monitoring) 
•  Pilot Fujitsu 
•  Results 
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It!started!with!an!idea!
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•  What we have recognized was that there was no tool that 
could measure an application…… 

•  The whole energy chain is measurable except for the server 
application part. 

•  This left the In-house Datacenter`s with an gap. 
•  Never before someone could tell you what the usage on a 

server was per application or server part like Memory, CPU, 
NIC, fan etc. 
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What!it!is!and!what!it!should!be!
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Xiaobo!Fan,!Wolf:
Dietrich!Weber,!Luiz!

Andre!Barroso!
(Google),!!Power&
Provisioning&for&a&
Warehouse1sized&
Computer,!ISCA!‘07!

More use, more power usage 



ESSaver!PUE!
• Reporting on: 
- Gives a report of all applications and hardware en reports this in 
kWh, watt or Euro. 
- - Consolidation of servers (capacity planning) 
 
• How: 
- The tools follows all processes on the server and calculates this 
into an  accurate usage (<1% fault margin).  
- The tool reports this to a central server 
- Installation via several methods 



Fujitsu pilot results 
 
•  Number of servers, Windows Server 2003, Windows Server 2003 SP2, 

•  Reporting period january 2012 till april 2012 

•  Only results for 1 server.  

•  Lessons leared :   
•  * Logging mechanism (eventlog) 
•  * Framework issues 
•  * Push or pull for logging agent. 
•  * User account management (use windows service instead of normal 

winforms) 
•  * Test servers must have something to do! 
•  * One application can have multiple processes 
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Network!view!
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Network!view!
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Network!Load!test!servers!
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• BOINC (Grid computing) 
+ Dependable 
+ Lots of loads 
+ IO / Memory / CPU 
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Reports usages.  
 
Aggregations for : Entire datacenter, one customer, one server, per process 



Demo!
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Usage figures (Excel report 



Demo!
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Load graph 



Conclusions!
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!  Wishes and requirements for product development have been identified 
 
!  Innovative product that is not yet available. 
 
!  There is a reasonably simple way to make   great changes throughout the       
data centre market (In-house / Commercial DC`s) 
 
!  The tool can play a major role in the cloud, the new way of billing for usage 
 
!  Savings by capacity planning. 
 
!  Also it is easier to Trouble shoot 



End!result!/!deliverable!
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Know!for!!every!process!kWh,!NIC!IO!
and!kWh,!PUE,!DCIE,!PPue!



QuesXons!
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•  Vragen 
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